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ABSTRACT 

Micro-patterns of conductive polymers are key for various applications in the fields of flexible 

electronics and sensing. A bottom-up method that allows high-resolution printing without 

additives is still lacking. Here, such a method is presented based on micro-printing by the laser-

induced microbubble technique (LIMBT). Continuous micro-patterning of polyaniline (PANI) 

was achieved from a dispersion of the Emeraldine base form of PANI (EB-PANI) in n-methyl-2-

pyrrolidone (NMP). A focused laser beam is absorbed by the EB-PANI nanoparticles and leads to 

formation of a microbubble, followed by convection currents, which rapidly pin EB-PANI 

nanoparticles to the bubble/substrate interface. Micro-Raman spectra confirmed that the printed 

patterns preserve the molecular structure of EB-PANI. A simple transformation of the printed lines 

to the conducting Emeraldine salt form of PANI (ES-PANI) was achieved by doping with various 

acid solutions. The hypothesized deposition mechanism was verified, and the resulting structures 

were characterized by microscopic methods. The micro-structures displayed conductivity of 

3.8×10-1 S/cm upon HCl doping and 1.5×10-1 S/cm upon H2SO4 doping, on par with state-of-the-

art patterning methods. High fidelity control over the width of the printed lines down to ~650 nm 

was accomplished by varying the laser power and microscope stage velocity. This straightforward 

bottom-up method using low power lasers offers an alternative to current microfabrication 

techniques. 

 



 

INTRODUCTION  

The discovery of conducting polymers1 opened up the possibility of fabricating flexible organic 

electronic devices. Polyaniline (PANI) is one of the most studied conducting polymers2,3 due to its 

stability, adjustable conductivity and unique doping/dedoping behavior.4 These properties make 

PANI suitable for sensing,5,6 power systems, light-emitting diodes, electronics,3,7 and more, 

however many of these applications require micro-patterning.    

Currently, there are several techniques available for micro-patterning of various materials that can 

be divided into two groups: top-down and bottom-up. Top-down methods are well established, but 

only a small portion of the used materials are left in the final product, therefore these methods are 

considered wasteful and expensive. The leading methods in the top-down approach are based on 

lithographic techniques and were demonstrated for the micro-patterning of PANI.8–11 While these 

methods are widely used and allow excellent resolution, they have several drawbacks such as the 

need for a mask, sacrificial layers, expensive equipment, and require many steps to form even 

simple micro-patterns.  

Due to the above-mentioned limitations, various directed assembly methods (which represent a 

subcategory of the bottom-up approach) were developed in recent years for the micro-patterning 

of various materials, including polymers. Examples are ink-jet printing,12,13 laser induced forward 

transfer (LIFT),14–16 standing acoustic wave printing,17,18 optical traps,19,20 and dip-pen 

nanolithography.21 Inkjet printing is currently considered highly favorable due to its simplicity, 

diversity and variety of printed materials. Moreover, it has already been integrated in the 

production of electronic22 and sensing devices23 and is also used for bioprinting.24,25 However, for 

PANI micro-patterning, the minimum feature size of this technique is rather large – tens  of 

microns which limits the fidelity of the created structures.26–28 Furthermore, the synthesis of PANI 



 

requires the introduction of additional organic functionalities or the addition of surfactants and 

additives to stabilize PANI nanoparticle suspensions and to tailor the ink viscosity.26,29–34 These 

changes can compromise the desired properties of the printed material and add a degree of 

complexity. Therefore, the development of simple and precise ways to micro-pattern PANI 

remains an outstanding challenge. 

PANI has various oxidation states,2,3 however it is considered conductive only in one of the 

Emeraldine oxidation states. The Emeraldine base state (EB-PANI) is blue and considered 

nonconductive.35,36 EB-PANI consists of an equal number of amine (−NH) and imine (−N=) 

groups that alternate with benzene and quinoid rings, respectively.35,36 Upon acid doping (Figure 

1), the green colored conductive Emeraldine salt (ES-PANI) is obtained. In ES-PANI radical 

cations act as polarons that allow electron conductivity.2,3,37 Tuning the conductivity of PANI can 

be achieved by controlling the type and quantity of the acid doping. 

 

 

Printing conductive PANI was found to be very challenging, since ES-PANI, like many conductive 

polymers, is insoluble in common solvents and therefore hard to process. One approach to 

overcome this problem is to use EB-PANI, the undoped form of PANI, which can be dispersed in 

Figure 1. Synthesis scheme of ES-PANI and EB-PANI.  HA stands for the proton and acid counter 

ion. 



 

an organic polar solvent34 and subsequently be transformed into the conductive form through 

doping. 

In recent years, the laser-induced microbubble technique (LIMBT) was introduced as a simple and 

robust bottom-up method for the micro-patterning of a diverse range of materials. In LIMBT, a 

laser beam is focused close to a substrate where absorption (of solution or substrate) result in 

photothermal energy transfer leading to local heating of the surrounding medium. The temperature 

increases until the vapor pressure is high enough to stabilize a microbubble. Then, 

Gibbs−Marangoni and natural convection currents around the microbubble38–40 transport NPs 

towards the microbubble base where some of them become pinned. By moving the laser relative 

to the substrate, a micro-pattern is formed. Deposition using LIMBT was performed mainly on 

inorganic materials such as quantum dots,41–43 metal NPs,44,45 metal organic frameworks (MOFs)46 

and soft oxametalates (SOM).47 Deposition of SOMs mixed with polypyrrole and PANI was also 

demonstrated.48 Neat organic materials such as glycine49 and polystyrene39,50 were also deposited 

by LIMBT, but in both cases continuous patterning was not shown. In addition, as in many 

previous works on LIMBT, a layer that absorbs the laser was used, such as gold, which renders 

the motivation for fabricating conductive micro-patterns unclear. 

Here we demonstrate how a low power CW laser could be used to micro-print PANI by LIBMT 

without the use of additives or stabilizers. This method also does not require a substrate with an 

absorbing layer. The method presents a new and ‘simple’ bottom-up approach for printing 

conductive polymers with higher resolution than inkjet printing. The resulting patterns were 

analyzed by microscopy and spectroscopy to resolve the underlying mechanism of pattern 

formation. While laser printing of light absorbing organic materials is typically considered to be a 

challenge, because local heating can promote material (and structure) degradation, we demonstrate 



 

by spectroscopic analysis that the material composition of the resulting micro-structures obtained 

using our technique are pristine. The conductivity was on par with state-of-the-art patterned PANI. 

Finally, we establish control over the width of the deposits by varying laser power and stage speed 

and we demonstrate sub-micron patterning.       

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental setup and deposition process are illustrated in Figure 2. The optical system 

consists of a 532 nm CW laser relayed by a dichroic mirror to an objective lens of an inverted 

microscope that focuses the laser on the sample (Figure 2a). The laser power was set to 2.8 mW 

unless stated otherwise. The sample consists of a dispersion of EB-PANI NPs in n-methyl-2-

pyrrolidone (NMP) between two thin glass slides (Figure 2b). EB-PANI was chosen as it can be 

easily dispersed and processed in various solvents. The ES form of PANI is not easily dispersed 

and forms micro sized agglomerates (see Figure S1 in SI) that are not suitable for micro-patterning. 

NMP was chosen as the continuous phase of the dispersion. This is because it presents a good 

dispersion medium for EB-PANI NPs (no signs of sedimentation after several months) and its high 

boiling point (T = 202 °C) is favorable for LIMBT, as it allows better control over the formed 

micro-bubbles. This allows the fabrication of thinner and smoother microstructures. The impact of 

solvent characteristics on bubble formation was verified by comparing micro-bubbles formed in 

NMP and water without the presence of PANI NPs (Figure S3). In order to form micro-patterns, 

the microscope stage moves the sample along a predetermined path with a stage velocity of 100 

µm/sec (unless stated otherwise), while the experiments were recorded with a CMOS camera. 



 

 

When the laser is focused on the dispersion/substrate interface of the bottom glass, the light that 

is absorbed by the EB-PANI heats the NMP. The local temperature increases, thus increasing the 

vapor pressure of the NMP until a micro-bubble is formed. Convection flows around the micro-

bubble carry some of the EB-PANI NPs to the bubble/substrate interface where they are pinned 

(Figure 2c).41,44 By moving the sample relative to the fixed focused laser, the micro-bubble 

Figure 2. Illustration of (a) the optical setup and (b) the sample geometry, which consists of EB-

PANI dispersed between two glass slides. Micro-pattern formation is achieved by moving the 

microscope stage relative to the laser focal point along a predetermined path. (c) Illustration of EB-

PANI deposition by LIMBT. EB-PANI NPs are carried by convective flows around a vapor 

microbubble. The NPs are directed towards the base of the microbubble where some are pinned to the 

substrate. 



 

propagates to a new position due to thermo-capillary flow51 and thermal evaporation-induced 

depinning of the bubble/liquid/substrate interface.39,52 EB-PANI NPs are then deposited around 

the new location of the micro-bubble. Repeating this process will result in formation of a micro-

printed structure constructed from deposits of EB-PANI NPs. 

To illustrate level of control over microstructural features that is facilitated by this micro-printing 

technique, micro-patterns of a square spiral were prepared as illustrated in Figure 3a (and Video 

SV1). Scanning electron micrographs reveal a smooth and continuous structure of the deposited 

micro-pattern (Figure 3b and 3c). Measurements with an optical profilometer (Figure 3d) show 

that each straight line is uniform in both height (170 ± 17 nm) and width (5.4 ± 0.3 µm). Energy 

dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) shows the presence of carbon and nitrogen (Figure 3e, 3f) at 

the locations of deposited material. The carbon signal is attributed to the quinoids and benzene 

rings, while the nitrogen signal is attributed to the amine and imine groups. 



 

Raman measurements were also conducted for EB-PANI. Figure 4a shows that as-synthesized 

(as shown in Figure S2) and LIMBT-deposited EB-PANI are almost identical and in good 

agreement with literature data.53 Bands typically associated with C=C vibrations is observed at 

1606 and 1592 cm−1. The highest peak in the spectra is observed at 1468 cm−1 and is attributed to 

C=N vibrations. This peak confirms the presence of EB-PANI rather than ES-PANI. C–N 

stretching vibrations were observed in the form of a peak at 1220 cm−1 and a shoulder at 1262 

cm−1. A sharp peak associated with C–H bending vibrations is located at 1162 cm−1. Finally, 

several features ascribed to EB-PANI rather than other forms of PANI53 were observed at 748, 

840, 1412, 1606 and 1640 cm−1, confirming that the deposition process does not alter the molecular 

structure of the deposited EB-PANI. However, if increased laser powers are used or the stage 

velocity is substantially decreased (see experimental details) blackening of the lines was observed 

Figure 3. (a) Bright-field microscopy image of the formation process of micro-patterned EB-

PANI. (b, c) SEM images of the formed pattern. (d) Topography image obtained by an optical 

profilometer. (e, f) EDS mappings of carbon and nitrogen.  



 

(Figure 4c). This is explained by thermal damage that results in decomposition of polyaniline. 

Evidence for the decomposition of materials was found in Raman spectra of depositions such as 

Figure 4a. The dominating features correspond with carbon, as indicated by the resonances at 

around 1370 cm−1 (D band) and 1550 cm−1 (G band). This is also in agreement with previous 

studies of PANI carbonization using lasers.54    

 

Figure 4. (a) Raman spectra of bulk EB-PANI, EB-PANI after LIMBT micro-patterning and 

decomposed PANI. (b) Bright field microscopy image of EB-PANI deposition during the LIMBT 

process. (c) Bright field microscopy image demonstrating deposition with over exposure of the 

laser. Scale bars are 10 µm. 



 

Once the required micro-patterns were fabricated, EB-PANI was converted into the conducting 

form of ES-PANI as shown in Figure 5. This was achieved by an acid doping process (see Figure 

1). In order to determine the effect of doping on the conductance of the structures, EB-PANI was 

deposited between a pair of 500 µm-separated gold pads (Figure 5a and 5b). Conductance was 

measured after doping with various acid solutions: 2M HCl (Figure 5c), 1M H2SO4 and 2M p-

toluenesulfonic acid (PTSA, Figure 5d). A rapid change in color – from the blue EB-PANI to the 

green ES-PANI – was observed immediately after introducing the HCl and H2SO4 solutions. 

Figure 5e shows typical I-V curves for the various acidic treatments. The conductivity of the HCl 

and H2SO4 doped ES-PANI was 3.8± 0.5×10-1 and 1.5±0.2×10-1 S/cm, respectively. Note that in 

the absence of any post-treatment, I–V measurements between the gold pads did not detect any 

conductance. While bulk PANI demonstrated higher conductivity – up to ~400 S/cm, depending 

on the PANI synthesis and treatment3 – the procedure shown here is on par with state-of-the-art 

conductivities reported for micro-printing methods of PANI.26–28,55 Previously reported 

conductivities were between 1.0×10-1 and 6.0×10-1 S/cm for considerably bigger features (>60 µm 

wide) than we report here (~5 µm). 

PTSA is reported in the literature as an effective PANI dopant with excellent stabilization 

properties.56 However, as can be visualized in Figure 5d, doping with a PTSA solution did not 

show the expected color transformation, and it seems that only the edges of the deposited lines 

altered to the green appearance of ES-PANI. Even after 20 hours in the PTSA solution there was 

no significant change. Conductivity measurements (Figure 5e) also revealed that these lines remain 

non-conductive. The inability of PTSA to dope the EB-PANI can be rationalized by steric 

considerations that are discussed below. 



 

In order to establish the deposition mechanism, we first needed to determine the structure of the 

deposited EB-PANI prior to deposition. For this purpose, cryo-TEM measurements were 

conducted on EB-PANI in NMP. These measurements (Figure 6a) revealed EB-PANI 

nanoparticles with average diameter of ~10 nm. These results are in agreement with previous 

dynamic light scattering studies on EB-PANI in NMP.57,58 The next step in determining the 

Figure 5. Bright-field microscopy images of (a,b) EB-PANI line printed between two gold 

electrodes, (c) typical color transition from EB-PANI to ES-PANI by 2M HCl and (d) EB-PANI 

after exposure to 2M PTSA where only the edges show transition to ES-PANI. (e) Typical IV 

curves of EB-PANI before and after various types of doping. 



 

deposition mechanism is to verify the driving force. The presence of a microbubble can be clearly 

visualized using bright field microscopy (as seen in Figure 3a). Moreover, the correlation between 

the micro-bubbles’ diameter and the width of the printed lines are shown in Figure S4. By 

modulating the laser while the stage moved at a constant velocity, we achieved a series of separate 

short localized depositions. As can be seen in the SEM image presented in Figure 6b, a sequence 

of deposited rings is formed. Such rings are considered the footprint of the LIMBT 

mechanism,44,59,39 and therefore this is another indication that the deposition is micro-bubble 

assisted. We attribute the ring shape of these depositions (see Figure 6c) to convective currents 

around microbubbles that lead to pinning of EB-PANI NPs at the bubble/substrate interface. 

Without modulation, these ring-shaped deposits do not appear, as the continuous deposition 

accumulates. We note that while there is some debate in the literature regarding the direction of 

the convection flows governing the deposition process,52 this debate is relevant only for the case 

presented in Figure 6b and 6c where only short laser exposures are used and the deposits are 

separated by a large distance. However, in all other cases presented here the laser absorption by 

the deposits leads to heating around the lower part of the micro-bubble resulting in convection 

flows as illustrated in Figure 2c, similar to previous findings of printing on light absorbing 

substrates.41,50       



 

  

HR-SEM images of the EB-PANI deposits (Figure 7a & 7b) show that the formed lines are 

dense. Cross sectional micrographs obtained by HR-SEM (Figure 7c & 7d) verify that this is true 

also along the height of the deposition. This suggests that the EB-PANI NPs are fused together 

during the pinning process, with possible contribution from temperatures that exceed the glass 

transition point of PANI60 due to absorption of the laser light. This process allows the formation 

of smooth and continuous microstructures, without deformation of the underlying glass substrate 

(see Figure S6). We note that the rise in temperature did not change the chemical properties of the 

EB-PANI, as evident from Raman measurements (Figure 4). However, the edges of the lines are 

less dense (Figure 7b & 7d) as could be expected from a process based on the accumulation of 

NPs. This phenomenon can explain our above findings regarding doping with different acidic 

solutions. While the small molecules of HCl and H2SO4 were able to infiltrate into the dense 

structure, the substantially larger PTSA molecules were not able to dope the dense areas.61 Doping 

of PTSA was shown to occur only in the less dense edges and could not form a conducting pattern.  

Figure 6. (a) Cryo-TEM image of EB-PANI dispersed in frozen NMP. (b, c) SEM images of a 

sequence of deposited EB-PANI rings with zoom-in on the center ring.    



 

The ES-PANI micro-patterns achieved by the different doping solutions could be dedoped using 

a base solution to retrieve the blue EB-PANI form. For example, in Video SV4 an ES-PANI line 

doped by H2SO4 is dedoped with a 2M ammonium hydroxide solution, restoring the blue EB-

PANI. This reversible behavior can be exploited in various ways based on changes in color and/or 

electronic properties of the various PANI morphologies.3 

The width of the deposition can by controlled by varying the laser power or the stage velocity. 

For a constant incident laser power (2.8 mW), increasing the stage velocity (from 0.2 to 0.8 mm/s) 

leads to a decrease in line width (from ~4 down to 2 µm) as can be seen in Figure 8a. For a constant 

stage velocity of 0.2 mm/s, increasing the laser power from 2.8 to 5.4 mW results in an increase 

in line width from ~4 up to ~8 µm as seen in Figure 8b. The thickness (or height) shows an increase 

Figure 7. HR-SEM images of (a, b) EB-PANI line (sample tilted at 57  vertically) and (c, d) cross 

section of the deposited line. 



 

with decreasing velocities (from ~50 to ~200nm) while only slight changes are seen when 

increasing the laser power (values range between ~200 to ~150nm). The inverse correlation 

between both linewidth and line thickness with velocity can be explained by more time available 

for material deposition thus increasing both width and height. Increasing the laser power causes 

the formation of a larger micro-bubble (as seen in Figure S4) thus leading to larger linewidths, 

while the thickness is barely affected. We have not seen any influence of increased linewidth and 

thickness on the doping time (see Figure S5).  

We note that continuous sub-micron lines could also be achieved by further decreasing the laser 

power down to 2.3 mW with a stage velocity of 0.8 mm/s, as shown in Figure 8c. However, at 

these conditions the stability of the printing process could be easily compromised, and slight 

disturbances could lead to discontinuity in the formed pattern. Examples for this sensitivity are 

changes to the stage direction (which in our setup entails temporally changing speed) or not ideal 

leveling of the substrate. Further research is required in order to find parameters that could allow 

more lenience towards changes. Using parameters shown in Figure 8a, b result in stable continuous 

formation even for complex patterns such as writing the word “PANI” (see Figure 8d). The length 

of the printed micro-patterns is limited only by the boundaries of the EB-PANI dispersion and can 

be easily increased. While this method could be applicable for formation of conducting lines on 

flexible glass, further studies are required to establish optimum process parameters for applying 

this method towards flexible electronics. Direct writing on flexible high Tg materials such as 

polyimide is the most straightforward option. Low Tg materials could lead to embedding of the 

deposited materials into the polymeric matrix. Additional studies will be required in order to 

determine if this decreases conductivity. However, a possible advantage could be an increase in 



 

scratch and peel resistance. Finally, deposited micro-structures on glass could be transferred to 

flexible substrates.  

 

             

 

 

  

CONCLUSIONS 

Figure 8. Width and thickness of EB-PANI lines as a function of (a) stage velocity at a constant 

power of 2.8 mW, and (b) laser power at constant a velocity of 0.2 mm/s. (c) Sub-micron line of 

~650 nm width formed at low laser power (2.3 mW). (d) Laser printing of PANI forming the word 

“PANI”. 



 

In conclusion, printing of PANI was demonstrated using the laser-induced microbubble 

technique (LIMBT). The process requires only a simple CW laser with a power as low as 2.3 mW, 

alleviates the need of additives and is capable of realizing submicron feature resolution. The EB-

PANI NPs dispersed in NMP absorb the focused laser light and accumulate heat, which leads to 

formation of a microbubble composed of the medium’s vapors. Natural and Marangoni flows 

convey the EB-PANI NPs to the solution/microbubble/substrate interface where they are pinned 

to the substrate. By moving the stage, continuous formation of micro-patterns was achieved. 

Moreover, Raman spectra showed that the printed lines preserve the molecular structure of EB-

PANI. The micro- pattern could be easily transformed to the conducting ES-PANI and achieved 

conductivities of 3.8×10-1 S/cm upon HCl doping and 1.5×10-1 S/cm upon H2SO4 doping, which 

verifies the continuous nature of the deposited lines. Due to the dense structure of the deposited 

lines, only small acid molecules can successfully dope this conducting polymer. The influence of 

laser power and stage velocity over the width of deposition was determined, and sub-micron lines 

were achieved. This bottom-up approach allows a simple high-resolution method for printing 

conducting polymers and can be exploited for various applications.    

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Preparation of EB-PANI dispersion 

For the synthesis of EB-PANI, 0.75 ml of 0.25M ammonium persulfate (Alfa Aesar) was added 

to a glass vial containing 1.5 ml of 2M HCl (DaeJung). 0.75 ml of 0.2M aniline (Acros Organics) 

was then added to the mixture and stirred on a tube roller for 24 hours. With the progression of 

polymerization, the color of the mixture changed from light violet to blue and finally to the dark 

green color of ES-PANI. The dark green precipitation was centrifuged and washed three times 



 

with ethanol to remove oligomer residues and dried under vacuum. The dry powder of ES-PANI 

was dedoped using 1 ml of 1M ammonium hydroxide (Acros Organics) for two hours. The dark 

green powder changed its color into dark blue, which is characteristic for EB-PANI. The dark blue 

precipitation was centrifuged and washed three times with ethanol (EtOH) (Macron Fine 

Chemicals), and then dried under vacuum. 0.5 wt% EB-PANI in NMP (Acros Organics) was 

prepared, and the dispersion was filtered using a syringe filter (Polytetrafluoroethylene) with 0.4 

µm pore size. All chemicals were used as is without any further purification.  

For micro-printing, 50 µl of the 0.5 wt% EB-PANI dispersion in NMP were placed on a glass 

cover slide (0.17 mm thick) using a pipette. A second cover slide was then placed on top of the 

dispersion. NMP’s dynamic viscosity at 25 °C is 1.686 mPa·s(doi/pdf/10.1021/je00050a009) with 

a boiling point at 202 °C. The EB-PANI dispersion in NMP was found to have an absorption 

coefficient of 449.7 ± 3.6 cm2/g at 532nm. 

Doping EB-PANI 

After micro-printing of the EB-PANI, doping was performed using ~100 µl of 2M HCl, 1M 

H2SO4 (DaeJung) or 2M PTSA (Acros Organics) that were applied on the substrate using a pipette. 

For HCl and H2SO4 solutions, the color of the EB-PANI micro-printed lines changed from blue to 

green immediately upon application of the dopants (see SV2 and SV3). However, these dopants 

were left on the surface for 10 minutes. The PTSA solution was applied for 20 hours on the surface. 

The samples were dried under air pressure. In the case of H2SO4, samples were first washed with 

isopropyl alcohol (DaeJung) before air drying. 

Optical setup 

The optical setup (illustrated in Figure 2a) contained a bright-field inverted microscope (Nikon 

Eclipse Ti-U) integrated with a green CW laser beam (532 nm, Verdi G-Series Family), which was 



 

focused by a 40X objective lens (0.6 NA, Nikon). The laser power was measured by a power meter 

(PM100, Thorlabs) after the objective lens. In order to form the ring-shaped patterns (Figure 6), 

the exposure time of the laser beam was controlled by an optical beam shutter (SH1, Thorlabs). 

The microscope stage was controlled by a computer, and the experiments were recorded by a 

DeltaPix camera. Micro-printing was performed at a stage velocity between 0.1–0.8 mm/s with 

laser power in the range of 2.8–5.3 mW. Formation of decomposed micro-structures as shown in 

Figure 4c were achieved using a stage velocity of 0.05 mm/s and a laser power of 6.15 mW. 

Formation of rings as shown in Figure 6b & 6c were achieved using a stage velocity of 0.1 mm/s 

and a laser power of 50mw with a mechanical shutter set to open for 5 milliseconds every 0.5 sec.    

Characterization methods  

SEM images were obtained using a Quanta FEG 250 System. HR-SEM images and EDS 

measurements were obtained by a FEI, Magellan 400L system. Cross-sections (Figure 7) were 

prepared by breaking the samples in a liquid nitrogen environment. Micro-Raman spectra were 

obtained using a HR 800 Jobin Yvon system (HORIBA) with a 632.8 nm laser (4.3 mW power). 

Cryo-TEM measurements 

The EB-PANI dispersion sample was prepared as mentioned above and then diluted ×50 with 

NMP. A droplet of the diluted dispersion was dripped on a lacy carbon TEM grid (300 mesh). The 

cryo-TEM images were obtained using a Tecnai G2, FEI system.  

Profilometer measurements 

Width, height and cross-sectional areas of the deposited micro-patterns were obtained using an 

optical profilometer (LEXT, OLS4100, Olympus). Each measurement in Figure 8 was performed 

on three samples from different experiments that contained 10–15 micro-patterned lines.  
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Figure S1 shows a comparison between LIMBT deposition of 0.5 wt% ES-PANI and EB-PANI 

in NMP. As ES-PANI is almost insoluble in NMP, the micro-sized agglomerates are not 

appropriate for micro-patterning due to the large variation in laser absorption; an uncontrollable 

microbubble is produced, which results in a noncontinuous deposition (Figure S1a). On the other 

hand, the fine dispersion of EB-PANI in NMP (see cryo-TEM in Figure 6) produces a small 

microbubble that does not change considerably, which results in a continuous deposition (Figure 

S1b). 

Figure S9. Bright field microscopy images of LIMBT deposition of 0.5 wt% 

of (a) ES-PANI and (b) EB-PANI in NMP. 

 



 

 

 

Figure S2 shows a SEM image of bulk EB-PANI (see also Figure 4 for Raman Spectra) prepared 

by dedoping ES-PANI using 1M ammonium hydroxide. This material was then dispersed with 

NMP.   

 

Figure S3 displays the difference between bubble formation in NMP and water. As EB-BANI is 

not well dispersed in water (as shown in figure S1) we have compared the diameter of the formed 

microbubble with varying laser intensities on a glass substrate with a 10nm sputtered chrome 

coating, which acts as a light absorbing layer. Due to the higher boiling point of NMP compared 

to water identical laser power will form a smaller micro-bubble. Additionally, the size of micro-

bubbles in NMP are more uniform compared to water as evident by the smaller error bars. The 

size of the micro-bubbles where determined by analyzing the bright-field microscopy images.  

 

Figure S10. SEM image of bulk EB-PANI.  



 

 

Figure S4 shows the positive correlation between the micro-bubbles’ diameter and the width of 

the printed lines as a function of laser power. The deposited lines are smaller than the bubble’s 

diameter as deposition occurs at bubble/liquid/substrate interface (as illustrated in Figure 2c).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S11. Micro-bubble diameter in NMP and water on a glass substrate with a 10nm 

Cr layer as a function of laser power. 



 

 

 

Figure S5 demonstrates doping of a 37µm wide and 300nm high EB-PANI line. The increase in 

thickness (compared to the other lines presented in the main text) has not affected the doping speed 

(<1 second with HCl 2M).    

 

 

 

 

Figure S4. (a) Bright-field microscopy images of the LIMBT deposition process of an EB-

PANI dispersion in NMP for varying laser powers. (b) Bubble diameter and linewidth as a 

function of laser power. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S6 demonstrates that the deposition process has not caused deformation to the underlaying 

glass substrate. After LIMBT deposition, the substrate was sonicated (symphony™ ultrasonic 

cleaners, 35kHz, 48w) in DMSO (Merck) for 15 minutes. This revealed the undelaying smooth 

bottom of the PANI line as well as the intact glass substrate.   

Figure S5. (a) Bright field microscopy images of 37µm wide and 300nm high EB-PANI 

line deposition using the LIBMT, and (b) ES-PANI doped form of the line after exposure to 

2M HCl solution. 

 



 

 

Video S1 – Demonstrates micro patterning of a spiral by LIMBT. We used a dispersion of 0.5 wt% 

EB-PANI in NMP with a laser power of 2.8 mW and stage velocity of 100 μm/s. 

 

Video S2 – Shows the change in color of the printed line from the blue EB-PANI to the green ES-

PANI by HCl doping. Here we applied a ~100 µl 2M HCl solution on the EB-PANI printed lines. 

 

Video S3 – Shows the change in color upon doping with H2SO4. We used the same procedure 

shown in Video S2 with 1M H2SO4 solution. 

 

Figure S6. (a,b) HR-SEM images of a partially detached EB-PANI line and the 

underlying intact glass substrate. In order to acquire image (b), the sample was tilted 

by 57⁰ vertically. 



 

Video S4 – Shows the reversibility of the doping process by dedoping the green ES-PANI back to 

blue EB-PANI by an ammonium hydroxide solution. ~100 µl of a 2M ammonium hydroxide 

solution was applied on the conducting polymer pattern. 

 

Video S5 – Micro printing the word “PANI”. Complex patterns were achieved by turning the laser 

on and off in a controlled manner. 

 

 


